Alisary and An Stac
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1

Croft House ~ 4m long. 74244/79529 to
74231/79525. ~4m long.
(9/1/2007)

2
3
4

A croft house. ~9m long. cross-wall ~4 ft high. (74274/79519).
Low stone wall enclosure. ~7m long. (74253/79505).
Stone enclosure. ~2m from 6. ~9m long. (74297/79538). About 2m away there is a stone
enclosure with doorway to west. (74275/79529). Low stone wall enclosure ~8 x 2.5m.
There is also a low stone-wall enclosure ~8 x 2.5m. (74274/79519). (9/1/2007)
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House. Doorway to north. ~11 x 3m.
(74291/79505). Stone pathway beside.
(74304/79505). A stone enclosure. ~8 x 3m.
Doorway to the west (74303/79542).
A stone enclosure beside the road to the
house. (74229/79567).
Runrigs which are now among trees.
(74169/79737).

8

A site for dragging ashore a boat.
(73991/79361).

9

A stone enclosure close to the burn. ~2 1.5m. It is beside a waterfall and the burn dam.
(74446/79551).

10

A dam to split up Alisary Burn into two flows.
(74465/79534).

11
The beginning of part of the old pathway which was used between Glenuig and
Kinlochmoidart to Kinlochailort. (74355/79798).

An Stac
1
A shieling. 1214ft. 6.0 x 3m. 354o.An enclosure at the north end. A semi-circular addition on the
east side - 1.5m across internally. Very good view to the north.
79294/79273. (13/6/2008).

2

75336/79263. Peat cuttings.

3

A circular stone enclosure. 1.85m internal
diameter. Doorway to 360o. View from west.
(75369/79387). (13/6/2008)

4

A shieling about 4m from 3. 4.3 x 2.35m
internally. 244o. View from west.
(75357/79376). (13/6/2008)

5

A circle of stones 4.7m from 4. 2.2m internal
diameter. Doorway to 133o. View from east.
(75365/79373). (13/6/2008)

6

An oval of stones 3.6 x 2.5m. Doorway to
168o. ~12m from 5. View from east.
(75375/79354). (13/6/2008)

7
A shieling. 5.4 x 3.1m. 214o. Doorway to 324o. Curved ends. Altitude 1245ft.
(75374/79397). (13/6/2008)

This shows a covered circle of stones at one
corner of the building.

8

A shieling. 4.5 x 2.9m. 94o. Doorway to 352o.
~5m to the south of the burn. View from
south. (75377/79331). (13/6/2008)

9

A circle of stones. 3.0m external diameter.
3m from the burn. ~6m from 8.
(75387/79343). (13/6/2008)

10

75397/79369. An oval structure with a few stones on the edges. ~3m long. ~3m from the
burn.

11

75413/79375. An oval of soil.

12

4.5m long. Altitude 1271ft. 130o. View from
south. (75410/79393). (13/6/2008)

13

75451/79345. A gateway through a stone-based wall with fallen wire beside the fence.

14

A circular enclosure. ~3.7m
internal diameter. Doorway to
360o. ~7m from the burn. View
from south-east. February
2001. 75522/79143.

View from south west,
13/6/2008.

15

A good view point. (75328/79372).
(13/6/2008)

